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Abstract

Despite the recent success of end-to-end learned representations, hand-crafted optical flow features are still widely used in video analysis tasks. To fill this gap, we propose TVNet, a novel end-to-end trainable neural network, to learn optical-flow-like features from data. TVNet subsumes a specific optical flow solver, the TV-L1 method, and is initialized by unfolding its optimization iterations as neural layers. TVNet can therefore be used directly without any extra learning. Moreover, it can be naturally concatenated with other task-specific networks to formulate an end-to-end architecture, thus making our method more efficient than current multi-stage approaches by avoiding the need to pre-compute and store features on disk. Finally, the parameters of the TVNet can be further fine-tuned by end-to-end training. This enables TVNet to learn richer and task-specific patterns beyond exact optical flow. Extensive experiments on two action recognition benchmarks verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Our TVNet achieves better accuracies than all compared methods, while being competitive with the fastest counterpart in terms of features extraction time.

1. Introduction

Deep learning and especially Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have revolutionized image-based tasks, e.g., image classification \cite{16} and objective detection \cite{32}. However, the progress on video analysis is still far from satisfactory, reflecting the difficulty associated with learning representations for spatiotemporal data. We believe that the major obstacle is that the distinctive motion cues in videos demand some new network designs, which are yet to be found and tested.

While there have been some attempts \cite{36} to learn features by convolution operations over both spatial and temporal dimensions, optical flow is still widely and effectively used for video analysis \cite{28, 9, 10, 40, 15, 29}. The optical flow, as the name implies, captures the displacements of pixels between two consecutive frames \cite{42}. Thus, applying the optical flow to the video understanding tasks enables one to model the motion cues explicitly, conveniently, but inefficiently. It is often computationally expensive to estimate the optical flows. A currently successful example of applying optical flow to video understanding is the two-stream model \cite{33}, where a CNN is trained on the optical flow data to learn action patterns. Various extensions of the two-stream model have been proposed and achieved state-of-the-art results on serval tasks including action recognition \cite{28, 9, 10, 40} and action detection \cite{15, 29}.

Despite the remarkable performance, current optical-flow-based approaches have notable drawbacks:

- **Training is a two-stage pipeline.** In the first stage, the optical flow for every two consecutive frames is extracted via the optimization-based method (e.g. TV-L1 \cite{42}). In the second stage, a CNN is trained on the extracted flow data. These two stages are separated and the information (e.g. gradients) from the second stage cannot be used to adjust the process of the first stage.

- **Optical flow extraction is expensive in space and time.** The extracted optical flow has to be written to
the disk for both the training and testing. For the UCF-101 dataset [34] which contains about 10 thousands videos, extracting optical flows for all data via the TV-L1 method takes one GPU-day, and storing them costs more than one TeraByte of storage for the original fields as floats (often a linear JPEG normalization is required to save storage cost [33]).

To tackle the above mentioned problems, we propose a novel neural network design for learning optical-flow like features in an end-to-end manner. This network, named TVNet, is obtained by imitating and unfolding the iterative optimization process of TV-L1 [42]. In particular, we formulate the iterations in the TV-L1 method as customized layers of a neural network. As a result, our TVNet is well-grounded and can be directly used without additional training by any groundtruth optical flows.

Furthermore, our TVNet is end-to-end trainable, and can therefore be naturally connected with a tasks-specific network (e.g. action classification network) to form a “deeper” end-to-end trainable architecture. As a result, it is not necessary to pre-compute or store the optical-flow features anymore.

Finally, by performing the end-to-end learning, it is possible to fine-tune the weights of the TVNet that is initialized as a standard optical flow feature extractor. This allows us to discover richer and task-specific features (compared to the original optical flow) and thus to deliver better performance.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed architecture, we perform experimental comparisons between the proposed TVNet and several competing methods on two action recognition benchmarks (HMDB51 [24] and UCF101 [34]).

To sum up, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We develop a novel neural network to learn motion features from videos by unfolding the iterations of the TV-L1 method to customized layers. The network, dubbed TVNet, is well-initialized and end-to-end trainable.
- Despite being initialized as a specific TV-L1 architecture, the proposed TVNet can be further fine-tuned to learn richer and more task-oriented features than the standard optical flow.
- Our TVNet achieves better accuracies than other action representation counterparts (e.g., TV-L1 [42], FlowNet2.0 [18]) and 3D Convnets [36] on the two action recognition benchmarks, i.e., 72.6% on HMDB51 and 95.4% on UCF101.

2. Related Work

Video understanding, such as action recognition and action similarity detection, has attracted a lot of research attention in the past decades. Different from static image understanding, video understanding requires more reliable motion features to reflect the dynamic changes occurring in videos. Laptev et al. [25] proposed a spatio-temporal interest points (STIPs) method by extending Harris corner detectors to 3-dimensional space to capture motion. Similarly, the 3D extensions of SIFT and HOG have also been investigated [7] and [22], respectively. Wang et al. [37] proposed improved Dense Trajectories (iDT), where the descriptors were obtained by tracking densely sampled points and describing the volume around the tracklets by histograms of optical flow (HOF) and motion boundary histograms (MBH). Despite its stat-of-the-art performances, iDT is computationally expensive and becomes intractable on large-scale video dataset.

Motivated by the promising results of deep networks on image understanding tasks, there have also been a number of attempts to develop deep architectures to learn motion features for video understanding [20, 21, 28, 13, 17, 43, 14, 12]. The leading approaches fall into two broad categories. The first one is to learn appearance and motion jointly by extending 2D convolutional layers to 3D counterparts [36, 20], including recently proposed 3D [6] and P3D [30]. However, modeling motion information through 3D convolutional filters is computationally expensive, and large-scale training videos are needed for desired performance [6]. The other category of work is based on two-stream networks [33, 28, 40, 9, 10, 26]. This line of approaches trains two networks, one using the appearance (i.e., RGB) data and the other one using hand-crafted motion features such as optical flow to represent motion patterns. In contrast, in our method, the motion descriptor is learned with a trainable neural network rather than hand-crafted. As a consequence, our optical-flow-like motion features can be jointly learned and fine-tuned using a task-specific network. Additionally, we do not need to store and read the optical flow from disk, leading to significant computational gains.

A recent research topic is to estimate optical flow by CNNs [8, 35, 31, 18, 26, 4]. These approaches cast the optical flow estimation as an optimization problem with respect to the CNN parameters. A natural idea is to combine the flow CNN with the task-specific network to formulate an end-to-end model (see for example in [45]). Nevertheless, an obvious issue of applying the flow nets is that they require thousands of hundreds of groundtrue flow images to train the parameters of the flow network to produce meaningful optical flows (see [8]). For real applications, it is costly to obtain the labeled flow data. In contrast, our network is well initialized as a particular TV-L1 method and is able to achieve desired performance even in its initial form (without fine-tuning).

Recently, Ng et al. [27] proposed to train a single stream convolutional neural network to jointly estimate optical flow and recognize actions, which is most relevant to our work. To capture the motion feature, they formulated FlowNet [11] to learn the optical flow from synthetic ground truth data.
Though the results are promising, the approach still lags behind the state of the arts in terms of accuracy compared to traditional approaches. This is due to the well-known gap between synthetic and real videos. Contrastly, our network is formulated by unfolding the TV-L1 method that has been applied successfully to action recognition and we do not rely on the groundtruth of optical flow for training. Thus, our network combines the strengths of both TV-L1 and deep learning.

3. Notations and background

3.1. Notations

A video sequence can be written as a function of three arguments, \( I_t(x, y) \), where \( x, y \) index the spatial dimensions \( t \) is for the time dimension. Denote by \( \Omega \) all the coordinates of the pixels in a frame. The function value \( I_t(x, y) \) corresponds to the pixel brightness at position \( x = (x, y) \in \Omega \) in the \( t \)-th video frame. A point \( x \) may move from time to time across the video frames, and the optical flow is to track such displacement between adjacent frames. We denote by \( u^t(x) = (u^t_1(x), u^t_2(x)) \) the displacement of the point \( x \) from time \( t \) to the next frame \( t+1 \). We omit the superscript \( t \) and/or argument \( x \) from \( u^t(x) \) when no ambiguity is caused.

3.2. The TV-L1 method

Among the existing approaches to estimating optical flows, the TV-L1 method [42] is especially appealing for its good balance between efficiency and accuracy. We review it in detail in this subsection to make the paper self-contained. The design of our TV-Net (cf. Section 4) is directly motivated by the optimization procedure of TV-L1.

The main formulation of TV-L1 is as follows,

\[
\min_{u(x), x \in \Omega} \sum_{x \in \Omega} \left( |\nabla u_1(x)| + |\nabla u_2(x)| \right) + \lambda |\rho(u(x))|,
\]

where the first term \( |\nabla u_1| + |\nabla u_2| \) accounts for the smoothness condition, while the second term \( \rho(u) \) corresponds to the famous brightness constancy assumption [42]. In particular, the brightness of a point \( x \) is assumed to remain the same after it shifts to a slightly different location in the next frame, i.e., \( I_0(x + u) \approx I_1(x) \). Accordingly, \( \rho(u) = I_1(x + u) - I_0(x) \) is defined in order to penalize the brightness difference in the second term. Since the function \( I_1(x + u) \) is highly non-linear with respect to \( u \), Zach et al. [42] approximate the brightness difference \( \rho(u) \) by the Taylor expansion at an initial displacement \( u^0 \), leading to

\[
\rho(u) \approx \nabla I_1(x + u^0) \cdot (u - u^0) + I_1(x + u^0) - I_0(x).
\]

The above gives a first-order approximation to the original problem and linearizes it to an easier form. Furthermore, the authors introduce an auxiliary variable \( v \) to enable a convex relaxation of the original problem

\[
\min_{u, v} \sum_{x \in \Omega} (|\nabla u_1| + |\nabla u_2|) + \frac{1}{2\theta} |u - v|^2 + \lambda |\rho(v)|,
\]

where \( \theta \) is a hyperparameter. This objective is minimized by alternatively updating \( u \) and \( v \). The details of the optimization process are presented in Algorithm 1, where the variables \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are the dual flow vector fields.

**Algorithm 1** The TV-L1 method for optical flow extraction.

**Hyper-parameters:** \( \lambda, \theta, \tau, \epsilon, N_{\text{warps}}, N_{\text{iters}} \)

**Input:** \( I_0, I_1, u^0 \)

\[
p_1 = [p_{11}, p_{12}] = [0, 0]; \\
p_2 = [p_{21}, p_{22}] = [0, 0];
\]

for \( w = 1 \) to \( N_{\text{warps}} \) do

Warp \( I_1(x + u^0), \nabla I_1(x + u^0) \) by interpolation;

\[
\rho(u) = \nabla I_1(x + u^0) \cdot (u - u^0) + I_1(x + u^0) - I_0(x),
\]

\( n = 0 \);

while \( n < N_{\text{iters}} \) and \( \text{stopping\_criterion} > \epsilon \) do

\[
v = \begin{cases} 
\lambda \theta \nabla I_1 & \rho(u) < -\lambda \theta |\nabla I_1|^2, \\
-\lambda \theta \nabla I_1 & \rho(u) > \lambda \theta |\nabla I_1|^2, \\
-\rho(u) \nabla |\nabla I_1|^2 & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \nabla I_1 \) represents \( \nabla I_1(x + u^0) \) for short;

\[
I_1(x, y) = \sum_{d} v_d + \theta \text{div} (p_d), d = 1, 2;
\]

\[
p_d = \frac{p_d + \tau \nabla u_{d'}}{\nabla |\nabla I_1|^2}, d = 1, 2;
\]

\( n = n + 1; \)

end while

end for

in which a very small \( \theta \) can force \( u \) and \( v \) to be equal at the minimum. This objective is minimized by alternatively updating \( u \) and \( v \). The details of the optimization process are presented in Algorithm 1, where the variables \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are the dual flow vector fields.

**Understanding Algorithm 1.** The core computation challenge in the algorithm is on the pixel-wise computations of the gradients (i.e., \( \nabla I_1 \) and \( \nabla u_1 \), divergence (i.e., \( \text{div}(p) \)), and warping (i.e., \( I_1 \) and \( \nabla I_1 \)). The details of the numerical estimations are provided as below.

- **Gradient-1.** The gradient of the image \( I_1 \) is computed by central difference:

\[
\frac{\partial I_1(i, j)}{\partial x} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{I_1(i+1, j) - I_1(i-1, j)}{2}, & 1 < i < W, \\
0, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

We can similarly compute \( \frac{\partial}{\partial y} I_1(i, j) \) along the \( j \) index.

- **Gradient-2.** The gradient of each component of the flow \( u \) is computed via the forward difference:

\[
\frac{\partial u_d(i, j)}{\partial x} = \begin{cases} 
u_d(i + 1, j) - u_d(i, j), & 1 \leq i < W, \\
0, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

where \( d \in \{1, 2\} \). Also, \( \frac{\partial}{\partial y} u_d(i, j) \) can be similarly computed by taking the difference on the \( j \) index.

- **Divergence.** The divergence of the dual variables \( p \) is computed via the backward difference:
Another pixel-wise estimation is the brightness \( I_1(x + u^0) \). It is often obtained by warping the frame \( I_1 \) along the initial flow field \( u^0 \) using the bicubic interpolation.

**Multi-scale TV-L1.** Since the Taylor expansion is applied to linearize the brightness difference, the initial flow field \( u^0 \) should be close to the real field \( u \) to ensure a small approximation error. To achieve this, the approximation field \( u^0 \) is derived by a multi-scale scheme in a coarse-to-fine manner. To be specific, at the coarsest level, \( u^0 \) is initialized as the zero vectors and the corresponding output of Algorithm 1 is applied as the initialization of the next level\(^1\).

4. TVNets

This section presents the main contribution of this paper, i.e., the formulation of TVNet. The central idea is to imitate the iterative process in TV-L1 and meanwhile unfold the iterations into a layer-to-layer transformations, in the same spirit as the neural networks.

4.1. Network design

We now revisit Algorithm 1 and convert its key components to a neural network. First, the iterations in Algorithm 1 can be unfolded as a fixed-size feed-forward network if we fix the number of the iterations within the while-loop to be \( N_{\text{iters}} \) (see Figure 2). Second, each iteration (i.e., layer) is continuous and is almost everywhere smooth with respect to the input variables. Such property ensures that the gradients can be back-propagated through each layer, giving rise to an end-to-end trainable system.

Converting Algorithm 1 into a neural network involves efficiency and numerical stability considerations. To this end, we modify Algorithm 1 by replacing the computations of the gradients and divergence Eq. (3)-(5) with specific convolutions, performing warping with bilinear interpolation, and stabilizing the division calculations with a small threshold. We provide the details below.

**Convolutional computation.** The most tedious part in Algorithm 1 is the pixel-wise computation of Eq. (3)-(5). We propose to perform all these calculations with specific convolutional layers. We define the following kernels, \( w_c = \{0.5, 0.5, 0.5\}, w_f = w_b = \{-1, 1\} \). Thus, for the pixels in the valid area (\( 1 < i < W \)), Eq. (3)-(4) can be equivalently written as

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} I_1 = I_1 * w_c, \quad \frac{\partial}{\partial x} u_d = u_d * w_f,
\]

where \( * \) defines the convolution operation. Eq. (6) only describes the kernels along the \( x \) axis. We transpose them to obtain the kernels along the \( y \) axis.

The divergence in Eq.(5) is computed by a backward difference, but the convolution is computed in a forward direction. To rewrite Eq.(5) in convolution form, we need to first shift the pixels of \( p_{d1} \) right (and shift \( p_{d2} \) down) by one pixel and pad the first column of \( p_{d1} \) (and the first row of \( p_{d2} \)) with zeros, leading to \( p'_{d1} \) (and \( p'_{d2} \)). Then, Eq.(5) can be transformed to

\[
\text{div}(p_d) = \text{div}(p'_{d1}) \ast w_b + \text{div}(p'_{d2}) \ast w_b^\top ,
\]

where \( w_b^\top \) denotes the transposition of \( w_b \). We then refine the boundary points for the outputs of Eq. (7)-(9) to meet the boundary condition in Eq. (3)-(5).
4.2. Going beyond TV-L1

In the previous section, we have transformed the TV-L1 algorithm to a feed-forward network. However, such network is parameter-free and not learnable. To formulate a more expressive network, we relax certain variables in TV-L1 to be trainable parameters. Relaxing the variables render TVNet not equivalent to TV-L1 any more. However, it allows the network to learn more complex, task-specific feature extractors by end-to-end training.

The first variable we relax is the initialization optical field \(u^0\). In TV-L1, \(u^0\) is set to be zero. However, from the optimization prospective, zero initialization is not necessarily the best choice; making \(u^0\) trainable will enable us to automatically determine a better initialization for the optimization. We also propose to relax the convolutional filters in Eq. (7)-(9). The original convolutions are used to derive the (numerical) gradients and divergences. Allowing the convolutional filters to be trainable parameters will enable them to discover more complex patterns in a data-driven way. We will demonstrate the benefit of the trainable version compared to the original architecture in our experiments.

4.3. Multi-task Loss

As discussed before, our TVNet can be concatenated to any task-specific networks (e.g., the BN-Inception net for action classification [40]) to perform end-to-end action recognition without the need of explicitly extracting the optical flow data, as illustrated in Figure 2 (c). Because of the end-to-end structure, the parameters of TVNet can be fine-tuned by back-propagating gradients of the task-specific loss. Additionally, since the original TV-L1 method is developed to minimize the energy function in Eq. (1), we can also use this function as an additional loss function to force it to produce meaningful optical-flow-like features. To this end, we formulate a multi-task loss as

\[
L = L_c + \lambda L_f. \tag{13}
\]

Here \(L_c\) is the action classification loss (e.g. the cross-entropy), \(L_f\) is defined in Eq. (1) where the exact computation other than the Taylor approximation is applied to compute \(\rho(u(x))\), and \(\lambda\) is a hyper-parameter to trade-off these two losses. We set \(\lambda = 0.1\) in all our experiments and find that it works well across all of them. Note that it is tractable to compute the gradients of \(L_f\) as it has been translated to convolutions and the bilinear interpolation (see § 4.1).

5. Experiments

This section performs experimental evaluations to verify the effectiveness of the proposed TVNet. We first carry out a complete comparison between TVNets of various structures with the TV-L1 method regarding the optimization efficiency. Then, we compare the performance of TVNets with state-of-
Table 1. The average EPEs on MiddleBurry. “Training $u^0$” means only $u^0$ is trained; “All Training” means both $u^0$ and the convolution filters are trained. After training, TVNet-50 outperforms TV-L1 significantly although TV-L1 has a much larger number of optimization iterations (i.e., 1250).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>No training</th>
<th>Training $u^0$</th>
<th>All Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TVNet-10</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVNet-30</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVNet-1-1-10</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVNet-1-3-10</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVNet-50</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-L1-10</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>TV-L1-3-1-10</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-L1-30</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>TV-L1-1-3-10</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-L1-50</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>TV-L1-5-5-50</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three hyper-parameters, $N_{\text{scale}}$, $N_{\text{warp}}$, and $N_{\text{iter}}$ determine the structure of the TVNet. For convenience, we denote the TVNet with particular values of the hyper-parameters as TVNet-$N_{\text{scale}}$-$N_{\text{warp}}$-$N_{\text{iter}}$. We denote the architecture as TVNet-$N_{\text{iter}}$ for short when both $N_{\text{scale}}$ and $N_{\text{warp}}$ are fixed to be 1. For the TV-L1 method, the hyper-parameters are fixed as $N_{\text{scale}} = N_{\text{warp}} = 5$ and $N_{\text{iter}} = 50$ in all experiments unless otherwise specified. Our methods are implemented by the Tensorflow platform [1]. Unless otherwise specified, all experiments were performed on 8 Tesla P40 GPUs.

### 5.1. Comparison with TV-L1

Initialized as a particular TV-L1 method, the parameters of TVNet can be further finetuned as discussed in Section 4.2. Therefore, it is interesting to evaluate how much the training process can improve the final performance. For this purpose, we compare the estimation errors between TVNet and TV-L1 on the optical flow dataset, i.e., the MiddleBurry dataset [2].

**Dataset.** The MiddleBurry dataset [2] is a widely-used benchmark for evaluating different optical flow extraction methods. Here we only perform evaluation on the training set as we are merely concerned about the training efficiency of TVNets. For the training set, only 8 image pairs are provided with the ground-truth optical flow.

**Implementation details.** The estimation errors are measured via the average End-Point Error (EPE) defined by

$$EPE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sqrt{(u_{1,i} - u_{gt,1,i})^2 + (u_{2,i} - u_{gt,2,i})^2}, \quad (14)$$

where $(u_{1,i}, u_{2,i})$ and $(u_{gt,1,i}, u_{gt,2,i})$ are the predicted and ground-true flow fields, respectively. For the training of TVNets, we adopt the EPE (Eq. (14)) as the loss function, and apply the batch gradient descent method with the learning rate and max-iteration being 0.05 and 3000, respectively. Several structures, i.e., TVNet-10, TVNet-30, TVNet-50,

---

2We also provide additional experimental evaluations on action similarity labeling in the supplementary material.
Results. We have performed one-to-one comparisons between TVNets and TV-L1 on MiddleBurry in Table 1. Given the same architecture, TVNet without training achieves close performance to TV-L1. This is not surprising since TVNet and TV-L1 are almost the same except the way of interpolation (bilinear vs. bicubic). To further evaluate the effect of training $u^0$, we conduct additional experiments and report the results in Table 1. Clearly, making $u^0$ trainable in TVNets can indeed reduce the End-Point Error. With training both $u^0$ and the convolution filters, all TVNets except TVNet-10 achieve lower errors than TV-L1-5-5-50, even though the number of iterations in TVNets (not more than 50) are much smaller than that of TV-L1-5-5-50 (up to 1250). Figure 3 displays the visualization of the optical flow between TV-L1-5-5-50 and TVNet-50. Another interesting observation is from the comparison between TVNet-30, TVNet-50, TVNet-3-10 and TVNet-1-3-10. It is observed TVNet-30 and TVNet-50 finally outperform TVNet-3-10 and TVNet-1-3-10 after training, implying that the flat structure (i.e., $N_{scales} = N_{warps} = 1$) is somehow easier to train. For the remaining experiments below, we will only compare the performance between TVNet-50 and TV-L1-5-5-50, and denote TV-L1-5-5-50 as TV-L1 for similarity.

5.2. Action recognition

Dataset. Our experiments are conducted on two popular action recognition datasets, namely the UCF101 [34] and the HMDB51 [24] datasets. The UCF101 dataset contains 13320 videos of 101 action classes. The HMDB51 dataset consists of 6766 videos from 51 action categories.

Implementation details. As discussed before, our TVNets can be concatenated by a classification network to formulate an end-to-end model to perform action recognition. We apply the BN-Inception network [40] as the classification model in our experiments due to its effectiveness. The BN-Inception network is pretrained by the cross-modality training I/O times) for TVNet-50, TV-L1, DIS-Fast, DeepFlow, and FlowNet2.0.

To do so, we randomly choose one testing video from the UCF101 dataset, and compute the optical flow for every two consecutive frames. The average running time (excluding I/O times) for TVNet-50, TV-L1, DIS-Fast, DeepFlow and FlowNet2.0 are summarized in Table 2. The results verify the advantages of TVNets regarding high number of Frames-per-Second (FPS), low optical flow error, end-to-end trainable property, and small number of model parameters. FlowNet2.0 performs more accurately than TV-L1 on the optical flow datasets (e.g. MiddleBurry) as reported by [18]. However, for the action datasets, TV-L1 and our TVNet obtain lower flow error than FlowNet2.0 according to Table 2.

Classification accuracy comparisons. Table 3 presents action recognition accuracies of TVNet-50 compared with the four baselines and current best action representation methods. Clearly, TVNet-50 outperforms all compared methods on both datasets. Compared to TV-L1, the improvement of TVNet-50 on UCF101 is not big; however, our TVNet-50 is computationally advantageous over TV-L1 because it only employs one scale and one warp, while TV-L1 adopts five scales and five warps. Even when we freeze its parameters, TVNet-50 still achieves better results than DIS-Fast, DeepFlow and FlowNet2.0; as our TVNet is initialized as a special TV-L1, the initial structure is sufficient to perform
Video Frame TV-L1 TVNet Without Training TVNet With Training

Figure 4. Illustrations of the motion patterns obtained by TV-L1 and TVNet-50 on the UCF101 dataset. From the first to the last column, we display the image-pair (first image only), the motion features by TV-L1, TVNet-50 without training and with training, respectively. Interestingly, with training, TVNet-50 generates more abstractive motion features than TV-L1 and its non-trained version. These features not only automatically remove the movement of the background (see the “punch” example), but also capture the outline of the moving objects.

promisingly. The TVNet is trained with the multi-task loss given by Eq. (13). To verify the effect of the flow loss term, i.e. \( L_f \), we train a new model only with the classification loss. Table 3 shows that such setting decreases the accuracy.

Flownet2.0 can also be jointly finetuned for action classification. This is done in ActionFlowNet [27] but the results, as incorporated in Table 3, are worse than ours. This is probably because TVNet has much fewer parameters than Flownet2.0, making the training more efficient and less prone to overfitting. For the UCF101 dataset, the TVNet outperforms C3D [36] by more than 2%. The C3D method applied 3-dimensional convolutions to learn spatiotemporal features. In contrast to this implicit modeling, in our model, the motion pattern is extracted by TVNet explicitly. We also visualize the outputs by TV-L1 and TVNets in Figure 4.

Comparison with other state-of-the-arts. To compare with state-of-the-art methods, we apply several practical tricks to our TVNet-50, as suggested by previous works [33, 40]. First, we perform the two-stream combination trick [33] by additionally training a spatial network on RGB images. We use the BN-Inception network as the spatial network and apply the same experimental setting as those in [40] for the training. At testing, we combine the predictions of the spatial and temporal networks with a fixed weight (i.e., 1:2). Second, to take the long-term temporal awareness into account, we perform the temporal pooling of 3 sampled segments for each video during training as suggested by [40].

Table 4 summarizes the classification accuracy of TVNets compared with the state-of-the-art approaches over all three splits of the UCF101 and the HMDB51 dataset. The improvements achieved by TVNets are quite substantial compared to the original two-stream method [33] (6.5% on UCF101 and 11.6% on HMDB51). Such significant gains are achieved as a result of employing better models (i.e., BN-Inception net) and also considering end-to-end motion mining.

The TSN method [40] is actually a two-stream model with TV-L1 inputs. TSN shares the same classification network and experimental setups as our TVNets. As shown in Table 3, our TVNets outperform TSN on both action datasets (e.g. 71.6% vs. 68.5% on HMDB51), verifying the effectiveness of TVNets for the two-stream models.

Combining CNN models with trajectory-based hand-crafted IDT features [37] can improve the final performances. Hence, we averaged the L2-normalized SVM scores of FV-encoded IDT features (i.e., HOG, HOF and MBH) with the L2-normalized video predictions (before the loss layer) of our methods. Table 4 summarizes the results and indicates that there is still room for improvement. Our 95.4% on the UCF101 and 72.6% on the HMDB51 remarkably outperform all the compared methods.

A recent state-of-the-art result is obtained by I3D [6], achieving 97.9% on UCF101 and 80.2% on HMDB51. However, the I3D method improves the performance by using a large amount of additional training data. It is unfair to compare their results with ours.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel end-to-end motion representation learning framework, named as TVNet. Particularly, we formulate the TV-L1 approach as a neural network, which takes as input stacked frames and outputs optical-flow-like motion features. Experimental results on two video understanding tasks demonstrate its superior performances over the existing motion representation learning approaches. In the future, we will explore more large-scale video understanding tasks to examine the benefits of the end-to-end motion learning method.
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